Go for gold?
- a badge, which motivates people for a lifelong physical activity
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The new concept

• Fundamental skills
• Targetgroup: $6 - 70+ / \varnothing = \varnothing$ (if possible)
• Basic kinds of sports: swimming, cycling, track and field, artistic gymnastics
Coordination

Experiences

No backward roll in pe lessons any longer.

Reasons:
- lack of fundamental skills
- Overweight

“Reference”: Data of health insurance companies
Chances

• pool of exercises to gather athletic experiences
• methodological approaches
• possible differentiation of athletic achievements via graduated types of problem but identically set of apparatus
• Supported by apparatus
• interaction at school

Experiences

Primary school teachers use the badge to test the physical activity of their pupils.

Both, teachers & children “go for gold”.

Excuse:
Most of the German teachers of primary schools are not trained in physical education.
Critical analysis

Fundamental skills have to be trained before they are tested. This badge is not a test, but a tool and a chance to improve in individual athletic achievements and in pe-teaching. Primary school teachers have to know about the idea of fundamental skills as a lifelong benefit.

Conclusions
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